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Endorsed by the Upper Calder Valley Renaissance

Purpose of this Action Plan
This Action Plan is the first step in formulating a future for the town of Hebden Bridge. This very first draft is a working document that
will act to prompt discussion and debate in the town about possible projects and directions for the future development of the town. The
list of projects given in this first draft is by no means all-inclusive as it is hoped that many other groups, businesses and organisations
throughout the town will feed in their own ideas and proposals. This document will therefore be redrafted by the Hebden Royd
Partnership a number of times throughout the coming months following wide circulation throughout the community who live, work in
and visit the town. It will become a constantly evolving document as new projects, ideas and funding streams come forward from both
the private and the public sector. Ultimately the Action Plan may be able to act as the consensual voice of the community. As the
Action Plan becomes truly comprehensive through continued community involvement, it can have many functions;
• It can link into and inform investment planning through such routes as The West Yorkshire Investment Plan and other funding
streams
• It can influence local planning and the decision-making processes through its input into the Local Development Framework (see
appendix 1)
• It can act effectively as a fundamental source of local information for new investors and residents alike, informing decision
makers of current status and future projects
• It can foster greater community strength by promotion of partnership working, allowing sharing of information, skills and
resources
• It will seek to ensure that all statutory bodies achieve best value in all their undertakings within the overall context of
conservation, environmental quality and sustainability.
Your comments and input are therefore of vital importance at this stage. Please take the time to read and consider this document and
send your comments to the following address;
Upper Calder Valley Renaissance Company, Hebden Bridge Visitors Centre, Butlers Wharf, New Road, Hebden Bridge, HX7 8AF
If you wish to discuss the Action Plan further please contact in the first instance;
Hebdenroyd Partnership : 01422 847981
Email : hebdenroydpartnership@yahoo.co.uk

Thank you
Draft Hebden Bridge Action Plan, Summer 2005
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Introduction
The 1950’s and 60’s brought severe economic decline and depopulation to Hebden Bridge and
its rural hinterland. Total collapse of the textile industry destroyed the traditional dual agri-textile
economy, seriously impacting upon the local part-time agricultural activity. Many people left the
area, abandoning homes and farms. Shops and small businesses closed.
In the mid 1960’s, a local community regeneration initiative sought to respond to the problems
of decline by “reinventing” the town building upon its character, heritage, countryside and
recreational resources. This was extremely successful, achieving national prominence and
prompting a reversal of the downward spiral. New settlers brought new skills and the town
slowly regenerated itself as a centre for tourism, small craft businesses and creative industries.
Now, a complex array of interrelated issues have seen relative decline revisit the Upper Calder
Valley. The town of Hebden Bridge thus finds itself at a critical point in its growth and
development as it seeks to ensure that the vitality and diversity of its population and economy
is grown and developed at a time when so many nearby towns and cities compete for business
and relative accessibility impacts upon the community in many social and economic ways.
Huge potential exists within the town. It has a strong and vibrant community who are active and
vocal around a wide range of social issues. There is a rich and diverse core of artistic and
cultural talent in the town in addition to a wide range of creative services and small businesses.
The town has a beautiful setting, with tangible historical and cultural roots that attract and
retain visitors and those wishing to resettle in a bustling rural market town. The countryside
around the town is rich in opportunity for outdoor recreation, education and employment. In
short, the town has a unique character, its community a distinctive tenacity. The opportunity for
exceptional sustainable regeneration is here; embodied in the spirit of this town.
In 2003 the Upper Calder Valley became the first of Yorkshire Forward’s Renaissance Market
Towns projects in recognition of the socio-economic issues facing the valley as a whole. This
initiative seeks to ensure that markets towns within the region have a clear, long-term vision of
their economic future. Extensive community consultation sought to provide a strategic vision for
the future of the valley. The results of this work are encapsulated within a document produced
in 2004 entitled Upper Calder Valley Renaissance.
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To take forward this vision a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee was set up in March 2004 called Upper Calder Valley
Renaissance Ltd. This Company has been established to promote, enhance and advance the economic regeneration, social
condition, culture and character of the Upper Calder Valley and its environs in ways which respect and conserve the area’s unique
physical and cultural heritage; harnessing the time, energy and spirit of residents for the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the whole community. The company currently operates through ten valley-wide Action Groups and four town action groups
covering Sowerby Bridge, Hebden Bridge, Mytholmroyd, and Todmorden/Walsden (see Appendix 2 for details of these groups). The
Hebden Royd Partnership serves as the town action group for Hebden Bridge. The Partnership is open to all who have an interest in
this work.
The Hebden Royd Partnership, also formerly constituted as a company limited by guarantee representing a wide variety of community
interests, is steering this current work on an action plan for the town. This Action Plan will build on the strategic vision provided by the
Renaissance initiative, focussing many of the principles and issues raised during that process down into specific projects for the future
development of the town. The Plan aims to define and agree upon the development strengths of the town and defines projects that will
enhance, develop and sustain these strengths.
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Development Strengths
The development strengths of the town are identified as:
Section 1. The unique character of the built environment; its history and its heritage
Section 2. The town’s accessible, vibrant and attractive independent retail and service facilities
Section 3. The reputation of the town as a place of business innovation and sustainable development with good links to
education and training
Section 4. The town’s dramatic landscape setting, its surrounding countryside and its outdoor recreational potential
Section 5. The strong community spirit, sense of identity and sustainable image
Section 6. The rich artistic, cultural and creative energy of the area
In the absence of a clear consensus on the future direction of the town’s growth, developments have been ad hoc and un-coordinated,
without a common sense of purpose. Decisions by statutory bodies have been made in a relative local policy vacuum and
opportunities have therefore been lost. This Action Plan seeks to conserve, enhance and sustain the development strengths listed
above through consensus and coordination.
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1.

The Unique Character of the built environment; its history and heritage

7

Hebden Bridge encapsulates the spirit of a 19th century town. The Victorian architecture reflects
its vigorous industrial history and civic pride and the overall consistency of its buildings and their
setting: the stone terraces, the unaltered town centre, the river, the railway, the canal,
aqueducts and mills; form a coherent townscape of great character. The narrowness of the
valleys has led to an attractive clustering of buildings, many of which cling precariously to
hillsides in terraces with “under and over” dwellings built one on top of the other. A conservation
area for the town was designated in 1973, extended in 1986 and 1992.
The Streetscape
High environmental standards are clearly essential for a town seeking to re-invent itself as an
attractive place to live, work, visit and invest in. The 1960/70’s local initiative to regenerate the
town was based on a four part programme:
o Environmental enhancement – a massive clean up operation began in 1965
o Events and promotion to attract attention and people to the town
o Conversion of visitors into new residents to stem depopulation
o Safeguarding larger historic buildings in the town in order to attract new business
investment eg Nutclough Mill
With strong backing by district and county councils at that time, the programme was highly
successful and the town achieved national prominence.
Latterly however, this process has been reversed. Historic commercial buildings are being
converted to residential development with associated loss of employment opportunities. The
early initiatives to enhance the environs of the riverside and the ancient packhorse bridge have
been neglected and degraded. The quality of the public realm in St George’s Square for
example, is exceptionally disappointing, particularly in view of the much higher standards and
aspirations exhibited in many other parts of the country. The number of public art works in and
around the town, given the town’s cultural assets is surprisingly small. The need exists for a
complete “makeover” of much of the streetscape. This Action Plan therefore fully supports the
work of the Hebden Bridge Traffic Review Working Party which, following extensive
consultation, is bringing forward proposals to redefine traffic movement and parking in the town
Draft Hebden Bridge Action Plan, Summer 2005
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and to redesign and extend pedestrian areas. These proposed street works in 2006 will form an important starting point for the
process of enhancing the image of Hebden Bridge. It is vital that the community has involvement through the work of the Partnership
in the design and “branding” of these works; high quality contemporary design is essential.
Housing
Hebden’s unique two-tier and back-to-back housing cascading down the hillsides is very much a part of the rich heritage and aesthetic
appeal of the town. However, the relatively high cost and uniformity of housing in the town are both seen as problems. Building land is
scarce and little new development is envisaged other than small-scale in-fill projects. Although not excessive in national terms, the
cost of housing in the town presents problems for those on low incomes. A town with a good social mix and a mixed economy needs
associated varied housing provision. Creative solutions are needed to ensure that social housing is provided in the town. The UCVR
has already taken steps on this issue, having held a conference in December 2004 to discuss viable solutions, and a working group
has been set up to take projects forward.
There is also opportunity within the valley and in Hebden Bridge in particular to look at the provision and development of more
sustainable forms of housing. Recent proposals submitted to the Council for planning permission that have involved the development
of eco housing have resulted in considerable conflicts within the community. Resolution of these conflicts is needed to enable an
informed debate to be had about the future siting and design of such developments. In essence, guidelines are needed for the town to
ensure siting, design and scale of development is agreed prior to the more formal planning application stage being reached. This work
can link directly into the forthcoming work on the Local Development Framework (see Appendix 1 for explanation of LDF and its
timescales).
Improvements needed to riverside

Improvements needed to setting of Packhorse Bridge

Regeneration of Central Street needed
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Project Summary: The Unique Character of the town; its history and heritage
Note : following public consultation on the Plan, further work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken

Site

Map Ref

Project proposal

Timescale

St George’s Square &
Bridgegate

R1

Creation of enhanced pedestrian areas and restriction of traffic in St
George’s Square and Bridgegate

Short to
medium term

Bridgegate

R2

Landscape improvements to the area around the Packhorse Bridge

Short to
medium term

Tanpits

R4

Restoration of the well in the Tanpits area

Medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of town art scheme combining with emerging “Art at the Medium term
core” initiative (see appendix 3) for all UCVR work and development of
valley wide art project

Town and surrounds

Survey and development of green spaces around town and possible
creation of Hebden Bridge In Bloom group in conjunction with Town
Council’s Environmental Renaissance programme

Short term

Creation of an entertainment focus and enhancement to Memorial
Gardens including investigation of possible moorings on park side of
canal

Short to
medium term

Development of housing guidelines and affordable housing projects

Short to
medium term

Regeneration of Central Street as a vibrant link between the town
centre, canal and ATC

Medium term

Memorial Gardens

Red Zone

Town and surrounds
Central Street

R6
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2.

The town’s accessible, vibrant and attractive independent retail and service facilities
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Retail and small businesses
With over 150 independent retail and service outlets employing over 530 people in 2005, plus a similar number
of other small businesses in the wider locality, Hebden Bridge is fortunate in the size, quality and variety of its
retail facility. The retail sector is of vital importance to the town – its collective employment is sizeable and it
offers the sort of flexible job opportunities that many want for life/work balance. Hebden Bridge was the first fair
trade town in Yorkshire demonstrating its collective commitment to more sustainable communities. Changing
lifestyles means a changing market in the town with a growing café culture and focus on alternative therapies
with associated employment. The ability of local businesses to anticipate and develop innovative responses to
current trends is vital. The spirit of innovation in the town has enabled new enterprises such as the Alternative
Technology Centre and the Alternative medical centre to sit alongside a plethora of new commercial initiatives,
business services, technical, design and IT based consultancies – the range is astonishing and the collective
output impressive. This is one of the town’s major attractions to those who choose to live and visit the town.
Achieving the right mix of businesses for visitor and resident alike and ensuring their continuing vitality is vital to
the town’s future and it needs to celebrate its diversity to compete successfully with the draw of large out-oftown centres and adjacent cities such as Manchester and Leeds.
Research into the towns retail turnover in 2005 (Hebden Bridge Retail Survey 2005, Hebden Royd Partnership)
has indicated that businesses rely equally on both local and external support to survive. In this respect tourism
marketing of the town is of equal importance to any “shop-local”promotion. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
visitor and tourism spending has fallen dramatically in recent years. The Tourism Action Group of the Upper
Calder Valley Renaissance Company is seeking consultancy support to collect more precise information on
current levels of tourism spend. The Group has published a Tourism Action Plan for the valley and is carrying
out research into visitor numbers, facilities and the economic impact of tourism in the Valley. Both the retail survey and the Tourism
Action Plan provide valuable data and evidence with which to prioritise projects in this Plan. The Hebden Bridge Action Plan will work
alongside the Tourism Action Plan in the development and promotion of the tourism product.
Access, traffic and transport
Access through and around the town by private and public transport is vital for the economic success of the town. There is a need to
encourage people to use a wide range of modes of transport, and facilities are needed to provide a range of opportunities.
Draft Hebden Bridge Action Plan, Summer 2005
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National evidence suggests that 87% of potential customers wish to visit Market Towns by
private transport and no business can afford to ignore the preference of its customers. At the
same time, an attractive and safe pedestrian environment is vital for town centre vitality. For
this reason, the Action Plan incorporates and supports the conclusions and proposals of the
Hebden Bridge Traffic Review working group which seek to achieve a pedestrian core to the
town (St George’s Square and northern section of Bridgegate) and a more central market
place supported by peripheral car parks within easy walking distance of the centre ie Park and
Stride. A permanent market in Lees Yard on two levels incorporating the car park in addition
to the landscaped pavement area on the corner with Commercial Street, themed with different
specialities eg traditional market, flea market, farmers’ market, book market, model makers,
craft etc would create additional footfall and have greater spin off for town centre traders being
more centrally located away from a prime car parking area. Additional car parking is required
in the town. Potential exists for the phased introduction of additional off-street parking.
Public transport is of great importance and with improved efficiency could capture a much
larger share of the market. The relatively recent introduction of the ‘Hebden Bridger’ bus
service with its hub at the railway station, funded through Rural Transport grant aid, has great
potential. Unfortunately, occupancy levels have been far too low, connectivity with trains far
too problematic and information both on site and en route is inadequate. This has endangered
service levels. Improved routing and information plus lower fares could revolutionise usage
and secure the service’s future. If each scheduled bus service to outlying areas (Eaves,
Blackshaw, Heptonstall, Hardcastle Crags, Pecket, Old Town, Midgley, Mytholmroyd, Nest
Estate, Cragg Vale) returned via the station, New Road, Bridgegate and the Valley Road
Medical centre this could give a 10-minute frequency of service between the station and the
town. The arrival of visitors by rail or by bus/car/coach with bus stops/parking at the station
would make the listed building of Hebden Bridge Station an important transport hub. It should
therefore be developed as a high quality introduction to the town with relevant information and
guidance. Solutions must be found for the problem of access to the westbound platform for
those with impaired mobility. Pedestrian linkages between the station and the town centre
need to be dramatically improved. Adequate and attractive lighting of this route is required
(see later section on Calder Holmes Park).
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Project Summary: The town’s accessible, vibrant and attractive independent retail and service facilities
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Note : following public consultation on the Plan, further work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken

Project proposal

Timescale

Town centre

Retail vitality audit including audit of local businesses

Underway

Town centre

Business Association shop fronts campaign

Short term

Town centre

Rationalisation of traffic movement and parking

Site

Map Ref

Short term : 2005/
2006
Creation of enhanced pedestrian areas and restriction of traffic Short to medium term:
2006 start
3 levels of parking funded by mixed development above. Private Short to medium term
sector bids have currently been invited for consideration.

St George’s Square &
Bridgegate
Garden street

R1

Lees Yard

R5

Relocation of the market to Lees Yard would allow 7 day a week
use of this car park. Need resolution of potential difficulties
associated with Lees Yard

Short to medium term

Hebden Bridge Station

T1

Relocation of the coal yard would allow for extension of the
parking facilities here

Medium to long term

Hebden Bridge Station

T2

Formalisation of parking along Station road with the creation of
a car park adjacent to the gas station

Short term

Hebden Bridge Station

Orange zone Development of transport hub including relevant information
provision and resolution of access problems

R3

Development of town centre coach drop off point and provision
of longer term coach parking with subsequent inclusion of
town in coach tour routes

Short to medium term
Medium term
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Project Summary: The town’s accessible, vibrant and attractive independent retail and service facilities
(Continued)
Note : following public consultation on the Plan, further work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken

Site

Map Ref

Project proposal

Timescale

Stubbing Holme

R7

Possible relocation of scrap yard to create attractive canal
side parking in proximity to the Market Street shopping area

Medium to long term

Town and surrounds

Improved routing, connectivity and information for Bridger
bus service

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds T3

Development of transport choices to Gibson Mill

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds

Provision of more cycle parking facilities and lock up

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of scheme which gives incentive for Not having
a car including support for car share scheme already
running

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of “buy / trade local” campaign

Short term
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The reputation of the town as a place of business innovation and sustainable development
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In terms of local business development, there is a perceived need for heightened connectivity between businesses and the community
to support a really sustainable “local” economy. For example;
• New residents are finding it hard to locate local traders and services and this may result in specialist services being brought if
from outside the area.
• New businesses need to be encouraged and assisted in connecting into local networks of services to ensure their arrival has
maximum benefit for the local economy.
• There is a need for closer links between the education sector and businesses. Whilst promoting the valley as one of creative
business start-ups and innovation, there is a need to recognise that the skills need to be nurtured within the community to
ensure these businesses stay within the area in the long term.
• There are opportunities for developing land management and building conservation skills and apprenticeships that reflect the
high quality rural setting and wealth of historic properties.
• There is a need for the community and the local authority to support the retention and development of small businesses in the
town recognising that land supply is constrained due to the valley setting and that business and residential are by necessity
going to be cheek by jowl.
• Gibson Mill, as a National Trust development, is likely to have a significant impact on visitor numbers to the area. Access issues
may cause initial problems that require creative solutions, but the town must also concentrate on the positive aspects of the
development and capitalise on its potential for local commercial spin-offs and income generation.
There is also a perceived need to create a civic and cultural enterprise zone to provide a seed bed for the innovation and creativity
that is inherent in the town and assist in the potential for connectivity identified above.
A major redevelopment and transformational project is therefore proposed on the river axis taking in the Council Offices and its
adjacent car park and extending up the strip of land between Valley Road and Hangingroyd Lane covering the market place car park,
fire station and telephone exchange and on to Greenwood Street. There is an opportunity here to create a high quality mixed use
commercial square with a civic area based on public service use of the Council Offices housing the Hebden Royd Town Council and
“Customer First” facilities, facilities for business support, art support facilities, new affordable homes above offices and workshops with
integral parking. The development should focus on the new “ideas economy” and “techno-entrepreneurs” as well as artistic and
cultural creative business development. A transformational project for part of this site was identified in the UCVR document, but the
ideas were not developed and were not sufficiently ambitious for this prime central site. Hence there is now a need to initiate
discussions between the Town Partnership, the Town Council, Calderdale MBC, Yorkshire Forward, the Fire Authority and BT to
formulate proposals for this area and create a worthwhile civic and cultural enterprise zone for the town of a scale comparable to
Draft Hebden Bridge Action Plan, Summer 2005
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those projects envisaged for parts of Sowerby Bridge and Todmorden.
Council offices
This building is seen by the Partnership as a priority building for retention as a facility accessible to the community. It is sited within the
area allocated above for the transformational project in the town. The building currently houses the Hebden Royd Town Council, is an
administrative base for all surrounding parish councils and was previously used for a number of public services. The restoration of
civic purpose to this building could be achieved as part of a comprehensive redevelopment of this area of the town centre. A business
plan needs to be developed for the use of the building itself and a development brief prepared for the wider surrounds. To this end the
Partnership has initiated immediate discussions with Calderdale Council to ensure that this building is not disposed of through auction
to the private sector before the community has had a chance to formulate future plans for the building, to consult widely on these
plans and to undertake necessary technical survey work and business planning.
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Note : following public consultation on the Plan, further work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken

Site

Map Ref

Timescale

Project proposal

Medium to long term
Valley Road Enterprise zone BlueZone: E1 Transformational project on the river axis taking in the
Council Offices and its adjacent car park and extending
up the strip of land between Valley Road and Hangingroyd
Lane covering the market place car park, fire station and
telephone exchange and on to Greenwood Street.
Development of a civic and cultural area and construction
of new build live/work units for new enterprises to
complete the square with some affordable units.
Emphasis on small businesses/enterprise/services/arts.
Investigate potential for underground parking to service
this development.
Town and surrounds

Welcome pack for new businesses and residents and
development of first point of contact scheme (eg
Hebdenbridge.com being developed by the Business
Association with audit of local businesses)

Short term

Town and surrounds

Development of “buy/trade local” campaign

Short term

Town and surrounds

Development of programme of land management based
training

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of new planning policy for the town that
seeks to limit the loss of employment premises to
residential use – particularly mill conversions – and to
promote live/work initiatives.

Short to medium term

Development of this area for mixed use ie social housing
with live/work units linking to Enterprise zone

Short to medium term

Victoria Road/Spring Grove

E2
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4.

The town’s dramatic landscape setting, its surrounding countryside and its outdoor recreational potential

19

An important element of the town’s image, attractiveness and reputation is its dramatic setting; the steep hillsides and ancient
woodlands leading up to wild open moorlands. The town’s industrial history has left behind a remarkably rich network of footpaths and
packhorse ways interspersed with a vast array of archaeological remains of the industrial revolution. Selective promotion and
management of this network could create much economic benefit and employment in the town. Better signposting, local maps,
development of special interest trails, grading of routes etc could enable the town to promote itself as the walking capital of Britain.
Continental style fitness trails can offer a further dimension, as can cycling, horse riding and canal boating. Using local terrain and
talent there is an opportunity and need to create a safe, well managed cycling “challenge track” for individuals and sponsorship events.
The current national preoccupation with fitness and health offers a supportive climate in which to develop this potential. Such projects
closely link with the work being undertaken by the Tourism Action group in the valley.
Outdoor Recreation Focus : Calder Holmes Park
Calder Holmes Park is a significant recreational resource in its own right with mini-golf, tennis, bowls, skateboarding, children’s
playground, paddling pool as well as football and space for a wide variety of events such as the annual bonfire, vintage car weekend,
outdoor concerts all taking place. A project to regenerate the Park, initiated by the Town Council in 1999, involved three phases; an
access/cycle track, Skateboard Park and an attractive illuminated path to provide the main route from the rail station to the town. This
last element remains outstanding, the other two having been completed. To build upon the Council’s initiative the following is
suggested;
• The footpath element should be regarded as a “Greenway” walk from the station through the Park and then on through the town
and riverside over Foster Lane Bridge to Hardcastle Crags. This route, the Park and the canal side offer many opportunities for
community art works that should be incorporated in the Greenway walk.
• Upgrading of the existing routes and development of a new footbridge across the river to link the Park, town centre and
proposed extended car park to Fairfield.
• Subject to safety considerations, removal of the railings on either side of the park to reduce the “municipal” feel of the park and
extend it to include the canal bank (with detailing at gradients where necessary) and riverbank as integral parts. Opening up
the river is one of Calder Futures’ priorities and might permit other activities to be introduced on the river in the longer term.
• Introduction of footpath routing through the Park – making the park and adjacent tourist information centre a focal point for the
wider footpath and bridleway network with associated information
• Development of better linkages with Memorial Gardens and opening of moorings adjacent to the gardens
• Development of improved changing facilities, lockers and cycle lockers to enable a broader range of activities to be centred on
the Park.
• Development of a bandstand and performance area
Draft Hebden Bridge Action Plan, Summer 2005
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Project Summary : The town’s dramatic landscape setting, its surrounding countryside and its outdoor recreational potential
Note : following public consultation on the Plan, further work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken

Site

Map Ref

Project proposal

Timescale

Calder Holmes Park

Green
zone
L1

Regeneration of Calder Holmes Park to include;
Improved footpath links and bridges
Community art works
Opening up to the river and canal
Improved sporting facilities

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of Greenway route and development of
Hardcastle Crags Green Transport Plan

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds

Link into CMBC walking strategy to develop projects specific
to the Town

Medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of a cycle challenge track

Long term

Town and surrounds

Development of graded routes eg disability trail, fitness trail,
scramble tracks

Medium term
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The strong community spirit and sense of identity

Always an independently minded community, Hebden Bridge has, in recent years, embraced a very diverse range of new residents
and lifestyles. As a result of its alternative and bohemian reputation, many individualistic, talented and creative people have been
attracted to live in and around the town. They have contributed greatly to the social life of the town, to its emerging café society and to
its impressive cultural outpouring and reputation.
The galleries, exhibitions, performances, events, festivals and individual presentations in addition to the more traditional amateur
dramatics, cinema, and wide variety of local groups, societies and associations result in a uniquely diverse and exciting community. All
deserve support and opportunity for further development within a local strategy for better coordination and possible shared use of key
premises within the town: a strategy which will assist cultural activism collectively and help individuals and groups achieve essential
economic and artistic viability.
Development of a brand image for the town
A “brand image” needs to be identified for the town. The town was recently branded by British Airways Highlife Magazine (April 2005)
as the fourth funkiest town in the world. This branding was based on the towns “straight talking lesbianism” as well as its “tall, stone
houses and steep hills… organic cafes and delis, independent shops, trades club, birthplace of Ted Hughes, fabulous mountain biking
and walks, canal and packhorse trails” etc. The town has also received much prominence nationally recently for its unique
independent shopping environment, notably through the New Economic Foundation survey and report published June 2005 on “Clone
Town Britain”. This survey was designed to help broadly quantify the loss of diversity on high streets and assess whether a given
location feels like a “home town” or a “clone town”. A “home town” is a place that retains its individual character and is instantly
recognisable and distinctive to the people who live there, as well as to those who visit. The report placed Hebden Bridge as number
one in Britain for independent shops on the high street and therefore as a “home town”.
The fundamental question is “what is the brand? Is it;
Dramatic location?
Environmental quality?
Easy access to superb countryside on foot/cycle/horse/private/public/canal transport?
Urban heritage/history?
Interesting, imaginative, independent shops?
A Town for Great Little Shops
A Fair Trade Town
Draft Hebden Bridge Action Plan, Summer 2005
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Café culture?
Fitness, health and lifestyle?
Alternative medical therapies
Plus an excellent mainstream medical practice
Exercise and physical well-being
Inspirational cultural experiences?
All the above can be inter-linked in a theme of personal fulfilment and well-being – a satisfaction of mind, body, spirit and senses. In
this regard, the brand has much in common with the Italian “Citta-slow” movement and German “Erholungsorte” (Places of well-being).
Project Summary: The strong community spirit and sense of identity
Note : following public consultation on the Plan, further work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken

Project proposal

Timescale

Town and surrounds

Development of a brand image linking closely with “art at core” initiative
(see section1)

Short term

Town and surrounds

Audit of community and artistic facilities and services

Short term

Town and surrounds

Development of a strategy for cultural activism in the town

Short term

Town and surrounds

Development of a focal point and system for community information

Short term

Site

Map Ref
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The rich artistic, cultural and creative energy of the area
The Little Theatre, Trades Club and former Ground Floor space plus the Picture House are all
situated adjacent to the Memorial Gardens, but in effect turn their back on this central focal green
space. Reoriented with attractive entrances into the Park they could become the core of an area
that also includes Riverside school, Hope Baptist Church, the library, Festival Shop and Visitor and
Canal centre. An identifiable entertainment focus such as this could result in recreational, social,
cultural and commercial opportunities and has the advantage that it is relatively removed from core
residential areas in terms of evening hours disturbance. Taken together and linked with adjacent
bars and restaurants for example, the facilities could provide a centre for conference provision.
The Picture House has been identified as a priority building for retention as a facility accessible to
the community. Regeneration of the Picture House should involve improved linkages to the
adjacent visitor and canal centre and possible internal modification to improve access into and
around the building. In this way, whilst retaining film as the building’s primary purpose, the variety
of uses for the building and thus its potential for income generation could be extended.
Visitor and Canal Centre: as this is a new building, it is assumed that this will be retained in Council
ownership and will not be under threat of disposal. Greater emphasis in displays and literature on
the promotion of Hebden Bridge and the Upper Calder Valley would be welcomed. In this respect
this Action Plan supports the work and proposals of the Tourism Action Group.

Library: the decision by Calderdale MBC to retain the Library in its present location and invest in its
necessary upgrading is welcomed. The scheme would be greatly enhanced by linkage between the
library and the wealth of local history and cultural material that is held by Pennine Heritage, the
Alice Longstaff Collection, and the Local History groups. Projects are also being developed to
promote, explain and develop the industrial heritage of the valley eg the Colden Valley water
heritage project. The potential exists to develop Youth House adjacent to the library to create a
centre for this wealth of local history. Physical linkages already exist between the two buildings
and the two functions could be mutually beneficial in terms of research and archiving facilities.
Provision of this type of facility with associated historical and cultural interpretation displays and
exhibitions is supported by the Tourism Action Plan for the valley and would provide the valley and
the town with an important visitor attraction that could enhance the attraction of the region at all
times of the year.
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Note : following public consultation on the Plan, further work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken

Site
Memorial Gardens

Map Ref
Red Zone

Project proposal
Creation of an entertainment focus and enhancement to Memorial
Gardens including investigation of possible moorings on park side of
canal

Timescale
Short to medium term

Picture House

C1

Regeneration of the Picture House to improve links between the TIC
and the Picture House and extend facilities for visitor / conference use.

Medium term

Library and Youth
House

C2

Redevelopment of library to provide extended fully accessible district
library incorporating range of facilities, meeting room and exhibition
space etc

Short to medium term

Library and Youth
House

C2

Medium to long term
Development of heritage focus in Youth House to link with new library.
Heritage centre to include Alice Longstaff Collection, Pennine Heritage
and oral history collection linked with Wild Rose oral history project,
Local History collection, outreach training and education for all the
above.
Development of valley heritage exhibition linked to promotion of area for
its nationally important industrial heritage.

Town and surrounds

Development of a Hebden Bridge Entertainment brochure.

Sort to medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of open-air arts performances at Calder Holmes Park,
Marina, Memorial Gardens, Hardcastle Crags etc

Short to medium term

Town and surrounds

Development of a Gallery Trail and other cultural, sustainability and
historic walking trails

Short term

Development of mural/projection project on rear of cinema

Short to medium term

Development of graffiti wall

Short term

Picture House

C1
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Conclusion
This Action Plan represents preliminary work carried out by a sub group of the Hebden Royd Partnership. It is ambitious – but it is
necessary if the town is to hold its place in the modern world. Regeneration will be gradual, phased, planned and opportunistic …. but
throughout the aim must be clear.

Next Steps
The Plan is now being circulated for a first round of consultation. It is hoped that the views of all those who live, work and visit the area
as well as those of the statutory bodies and potential funding partners will be gathered and incorporated into the Plan.
The Plan will then be redrafted and work on identifying project costs, lead agencies and sources of funding will be undertaken.
Further consultation will then take place to ensure everyone’s views are taken into account.
Steps will then be taken to try to get the Plan “adopted” by the town as a blueprint for future regeneration projects.
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Hebden Bridge Action Plan
Summary of Recommendations for Implementation
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Five focal areas are proposed for implementation;
Civic and Cultural Enterprise Hub

Site

Map Ref

Valley Road Enterprise zone

Blue zone : E1 Transformational project on the river axis taking in the Council Offices and its adjacent car park
and extending up the strip of land between Valley Road and Hangingroyd Lane covering the
market place car park, fire station and telephone exchange and on to Greenwood Street.
Development of a civic and cultural area and construction of new build live/work units for new
enterprises to complete the square with some affordable units. Emphasis on small businesses/
enterprise/services/arts. Investigate potential for underground parking to service this development.
E2
Development of this area for mixed use ie social housing with live/work units linking to Enterprise
zone
Welcome pack for new businesses and residents and development of first point of contact scheme
(eg Hebdenbridge.com being developed by the Business Association with audit of local
businesses)
Development of “buy/trade local” campaign
Development of new planning policy for the town which seeks to limit the loss of employment
premises to residential use – particularly mill conversions – and to promote live/work initiatives.

Victoria Road/Spring Grove
Town & surrounds
Town &surrounds
Town &surrounds

Project proposal

Retail Hubs
St George’s Square &
Bridgegate
Bridgegate
Garden street

R1

Creation of enhanced pedestrian areas and restriction of traffic

R2
R3

Tanpits
Valley Road car park

R4
R5

Central Street
Stubbing Holme

R6
R7

Landscape improvements to the area around the Packhorse Bridge
3 levels of parking funded by mixed development above. Private sector bids have currently been
invited for consideration.
Restoration of the well in the Tanpits area
Relocation of the market to Lees Yard would allow 7 day a week use of the market. Need
resolution of potential difficulties associated with Lees Yard
Regeneration of Central Street as a vibrant link between the town centre, canal and ATC
Possible relocation of scrap yard to create attractive canal side parking in proximity to the Market
Street shopping area
Retail vitality audit including audit of local businesses
Business Association Shop fronts campaign

Town centre
Town centre
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Entertainment/Conference (Potential) Hub

Site

Map Ref

Project proposal

Memorial Gardens

Red Zone

Picture House

C1

Creation of an entertainment focus and enhancement to Memorial Gardens including investigation of
possible moorings on park side of canal
Regeneration of the Picture House to improve links between the TIC and the Picture House and extend
facilities for visitor / conference use.
Development of mural/projection project on rear of cinema
Redevelopment of library to provide extended fully accessible district library incorporating range of
facilities, meeting room and exhibition space etc
Development of heritage focus in Youth House to link with new library. Heritage centre to include Alice
Longstaff Collection, Pennine Heritage and oral history collection linked with Wild Rose oral history
project, Local History collection, outreach training and education for all the above. Development of valley
heritage exhibition linked to promotion of area for its nationally important industrial heritage.
Development of a Hebden Bridge Entertainment brochure.
Development of open-air arts performances at Calder Holmes Park, Marina, Memorial Gardens,
Hardcastle Crags etc
Development of graffiti wall
Development of a Gallery Trail

Picture House
C1
Library and Youth House C2
Library and Youth House C2

Town & surrounds
Town and surrounds
Town and surrounds
Town & surrounds
Calder Holmes Park
Town & surrounds
Town & surrounds
Town & surrounds
Town & surrounds
Town & surrounds

Recreation Hub

Green
zone
L1

Transport Hub

Hebden Bridge Station Orange zone
Hebden Bridge Station T1
Hebden Bridge Station T2
Station and town centre
Town & surrounds
Town & surrounds
Town & surrounds
Town & surrounds

Regeneration of Calder Holmes Park to include:Improved footpath links and bridgesCommunity art
worksOpening up to the river and canalImproved sporting facilities
Development of Greenway route and development of Hardcastle Crags Green Transport Plan
Development of graffiti wall
Link into CMBC walking strategy to develop projects specific to the Town
Development of a cycle challenge track
Development of graded routes eg disability trail, fitness trail, scramble tracks

T3

Development of transport hub incl relevant info provision and resolution of access problems
Relocation of the coal yard would allow for extension of the parking facilities here
Formalisation of parking along Station road with the creation of a car park adjacent to the gas station
Development of town centre coach drop off point and provision of longer term coach parking with
subsequent inclusion of town in coach tour routes
Improved routing, connectivity and information for Bridger bus service
Development of transport choices to Gibson Mill
Provision of more cycle parking facilities and lock up
Development of scheme which gives incentive for Not having a car including support for car share
scheme already running
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Other Projects

Environment
Survey and development of green spaces around town and possible creation of Hebden Bridge In Bloom group

Cultural and community Vitality
Audit of community and artistic facilities and services
Development of a strategy for cultural activism in the town
Development of town art scheme combining with emerging “Art at the core” initiative for all UCVR work and development of valley wide art project
Development of a brand image linking closely with “art at core” initiative
Development of a focal point and system for community information
Development of housing guidelines and affordable housing projects

Business and Enterprise
Development of programme of land management based training
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